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DASA acknowledges the
Traditional Owners of the
land on which we work,
the Arrernte people of

Central Australia.
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VISION
A healthy and safe community in Central
Australia without the harmful effects of
substance misuse.

DASA is prepared and is responsive to
the changing needs of the community.

MISSION

Providing client driven care from crisis
to independent living
Teaching clients skills for life and
making positive life choices
Advocating for and on behalf of clients
Providing supported residential
services for clients
Delivering preventative and continuing
education
Delivering therapeutic interventions
Supporting people through outreach
services 

DASA walks beside people in our
community to help free them from the
effects of alcohol and other drug
addictions:

DASA has been delivering drug and
alcohol rehabilitation programs to Alice
Springs and Central Australia for over
thirty years. 

We are a growing organisation with a
team of enthusiastic and dedicated staff
across each of our branches. 

A range of services are offered to provide
rehabilitation from misuse or dependency
on alcohol and other drugs, and education
to the broader community.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

President 
Vice President 
Secretary
Public Officer

Ordinary Members:  

Jennifer (Jenny) Hains
Jane Clark

Christine (Chris) Weir
Eloise Page

Suzanne (Sue) Raggatt
Phillip (Phil) Walcott

Jordan Lockerbie
Shane Franey

Daniel Ward
Matt Stevenson

ACCREDITATION
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OUR FUNDING BODIES
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SENIOR LEADERSHIP TEAM

Chief Executive Officer
Deputy CEO/Outreach Coordinator
Executive Manager - Corporate 
Chief Financial Officer 
Quality and Compliance Manager 
Senior Finance Officer 
Residential Coordinator 
ATC Coordinator 

Eloise Page
Jocelyn Dhu

Gavin Connaughton
Russell Raggatt

Kristy Ryan
Ra Schwalger

Yasitha Malalasekara
Elke Helten
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Our residents don't live in
our workplace 

we work in their home



As this year`s DASA Board Chair it is my pleasure to submit
the following report on behalf of the members and the
Board.

It has been another whirlwind year and, looking back over
the past 12 months I am delighted to report that DASA has
continued to strive and thrive whilst delivering excellent
services for our clients and the wider community.

It has also been a pleasure for the Board to work with Eloise
as she appears to have transitioned effortlessly into the CEO
role, thanks to the careful planning and foresight of our
outgoing CEO Carole Taylor in February. Carole’s retirement
from DASA marked the end of a very positive era for the
agency however, it is a well-deserved retirement and, in true
Carole style, she gave us the gift of an exciting succession
plan.

A description of the roles and responsibilities of effective Boards
Understanding the boundaries between Operational vs Governance domains
Risk management and undertaking new ventures

Following the October AGM we welcomed new Board members, Sue Raggatt, Jordan
Lockerbie and Jane Clark to the fold of veteran members Phil Walcott, Shane Franey,
Christine Weir and I.
 

With the introduction of “virtual” meetings we have been able to continue to fulfil
our duties and go further afield to appoint new Board members who bring diversity
of skills. In February we welcomed two such members, Matt Stevenson and Daniel
Ward. 

In May, and to ensure we were all up to speed, the Board were invited to attend a
Governance Training workshop which covered key topics such as; 

To Russell’s delight, we delved deep into reading and interpreting the financial
reports which, despite sounding like a dry topic, everyone joined in and had a
thoroughly satisfying time, learning and problem solving together. 

The key takeaway from the day was that above all, the Board’s duty is to ensure that
the constitution and the organisation’s reputation is upheld. 

With this in mind, I think we are well positioned to meet any new challenges the next
twelve months may bring. The Board sincerely wishes the DASA family a happy and
productive time ahead.

JENNY HAINS

PRESIDENT REPORT

Jenny Hains
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 I could not ask for better people to help
keep DASA on track and meeting the
needs of our clients, staff, and
community. Kristy Ryan, our tireless
Quality & Compliance Officer has kept us
all on the straight and narrow, ensuring
we are continuously working to achieve
our funding and accreditation
requirements.

This year saw us take the beautiful
artwork by Amunda Gorey and have it
printed onto uniform shirts for all DASA
staff and Board members. The result has
been a beautiful shirt that people are
proud to wear. Amunda’s artwork tells
the story of addiction and the DASA
journey. We are all very proud to wear
the artwork.

Some new initiatives and changes have
commenced this year, with the
Methamphetamine Outreach Team and
Aboriginal Outreach Team swapping
office spaces to make for a more client
friendly experience and space in the
upstairs area at Head Office. An overhaul
of clinical supervision has occurred, with
supervision now being provided by
multiple providers with specific skills and
experience that relate to those they
supervise. 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
OFFICER REPORT

I am pleased to be writing my first CEO
report for the DASA Annual Report, after
re-joining the fold in February of 2022.
Firstly, I must acknowledge my
predecessor, Carole Taylor, who has led
DASA to be in the very solid position that
it is today. Following my return to DASA
in February, Carole supported me with a
thorough handover, before departing for
her well-earned retirement. I thank Carole
for her extensive contributions to DASA,
for her many years of mentoring and
guidance and, her continued support of
both myself and DASA.

COVID has continued to be a force to be
reckoned with and everyone within the
organisation continues to play their part
in keeping everyone healthy and safe. At
times we have been left very short-
staffed, but the team always pulls
together and keeps the services running
so that our clients have their needs met. 

The increased costs of living, particularly
in Central Australia, have seen us needing
to adjust our budgets and spending
patterns to make sure we can keep the
lights on. 

Enormous thanks and gratitude go to our
Finance duo, Russell Raggatt (CFO) and
Ra Schwalger (Snr Finance Officer) for
their constant attention and diligence in
this regard. I must also extend my sincere
thanks to Gavin Connaughton and
Jocelyn Dhu for being my left and right
hands.

WWW.DASA.ORG.AU

ELOISE PAGE
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DASA has begun a long-awaited
transition to a fully digital payroll and
human resources solution which should
create efficiencies across the
organisation that will be very much
welcomed. 

There have been numerous
opportunities for staff to act in other
roles, including in higher duties, which
builds capacity and strengthens the
whole team. These initiatives align with
the identified Key Result Area in DASA’s
Strategic Plan: Building a strong
organisation that is sustainable and
effective into the future

The Annual Team Building Day was held
in August and overall was a positive
event and an opportunity for staff
across the organisation to get to know
one another and have a fun day
together. Prior to the Team Building
Day there were staff development days
held, team workshops and facilitated
team discussions. These were all
wonderful opportunities for me to
better understand the current state of
each area of the service and to hear
about the successes and challenges the
teams were experiencing.

The second of DASA’s key objectives in
the current Strategic Plan is Growing the
service to respond to identified and
emerging needs. One of the needs
identified this year has been that of many
people in Arnhem Land waiting long
periods of time to be able to undertake
their drink driver education course. This
training enables people to regain their
Driver's Licence, which can have an
enormous positive influence on social and
economical wellbeing.

I am very proud that DASA has entered a
partnership with the Arnhem Land
Progress Aboriginal Corporation (ALPA)
and over the coming months will be
delivering the Drink Driver Education
program to approximately ten
communities in Arnhem Land, as well as
providing alcohol and other drug
education and training to ALPA staff and
community members. While DASA is an
entity that is eligible to deliver services
nationally, this is the furthest we will have
gone from our home base here in
Mparntwe. 
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DASA has continued to work to
consolidate and continue to deliver best
practice client centred services, the third
Key Result Area of the Strategic Plan.
We have done this through building
stronger collaborative partnerships with
our stakeholders, working to share
resources and knowledge to not only
ensure best practice within our service,
but also to ensure as people leave DASA,
they have the best possible support
wrapped around them as their journey
continues.

Considerable work has been done by the
Sobering Up Shelter and Outreach
Teams to increase linkages between
their clients and our residential programs
and we have seen some excellent client
outcomes because of this focused work. 

The Alternative to Custody Program also
commenced an external outcome review,
the findings of which will drive future
plans and possible expansion of this
innovative program.

WWW.DASA.ORG.AU

I must thank our lovely Administration
Team of Leanne, Crystal & Angie, who
keep things running smoothly for
everyone across the organisation, being
the first points of contact and keeping
us all fed, connected and on track at the
many meetings and events that happen
here.

I thank and acknowledge the work of
every single staff member across the
breadth of our service. Those in client
facing roles are essential to the work of
DASA and without them, our clients
would not receive the incredible support
they currently do.

I look forward to the next twelve months
and seeing what it brings for DASA. 

Thank you
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DASA PAINTING

BY AMUNDA GOREY ART

 

DASA’s vision is to create a healthy and safe community in Central Australia
without the harmful effects of substance misuse. 

 

The big circle represents you, and your family. 
The middle circles represent steppingstones along your journey of healing, setting

goals to making positive changes in your life. 
Outside of the circle are your support links, resources that are there to help guide

you along your path. 
 

The tree wraps around you, giving you safety, shelter and strength. 
Outside of the tree represents your learning, creating other supports as you go. 

This painting represents where you are now, your goals and where you want to be
in the future.

This painting is proudly hanging in our Reception area at 
Head Office, 4 Schwarz Cres, Alice Springs.

DASA WISHES TO ACKNOWLEDGE AMUNDA GOREY FROM 
AMUNDA GOREY ART FOR CREATING THIS SPECIAL PIECE OF ART.
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The financial underpinning of DASA continues to be solid. DASA has sufficient funds
to cover all statutory and contingent employee liabilities. 

Special thanks to Ra Schwalger for her continued invaluable support this year. 

The introduction of the new HR and Payroll software will help with the processing
and efficiency of our systems into the future.

R u s s e l l  R a g g a t t

Chief Financial Officer
Master of Commerce - Professional Accountants

Fellow of the Institute of Public Accountants
Fellow of the Institute of Financial Accountants

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
REPORT

RUSSELL RAGGATT
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In February we said farewell to Carole Taylor who has been an incredible leader for
the DASA team for seven years. 

Carole calmly walked in when times were very tough at DASA and proceeded to
patiently and professionally get us back on track. Carole's determination, skills,
experience, talent and humour were just what we needed. 

Since that day Carole has provided support, guidance, mentorship and friendship.
Many of us have flopped onto the lounge in her office feeling defeated and walked
out feeling much better with our cups refilled with positivity and a solution to our
concern. Staff have been provided opportunities which may not have been provided
elsewhere as she believed in her team. That faith Carole had in her staff enabled us
to exceed our own expectations, and achieve some amazing goals which have result
in the organisation we call DASA today.

Carole, you are dearly missed and DASA is indebted to you for your firm hand on the
tiller, guiding DASA to be a well respected organisation which is making a difference
in our community.

Thank you Carole and enjoy retirement.

Much love from your DASA Family.

xxx

FAREWELL

CAROLE TAYLOR

WWW.DASA.ORG.AU
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On 9th October 2021, Desert Life Church held their 'Let’s Help Day' event at DASA.
Over 130 volunteers showed up on the day to give DASA a beautiful makeover. We
were shown acts of kindness through the Desert Life Church who nominated DASA
as this years organisation they would like to help. 

It was truly a humbling experience for us all and there were no words that could be
enough to express our gratitude. Danielle Teefy and the team did an amazing job,
each person knew what they had to do and everyone was amazing. They worked
tirelessly across each of DASA sites and gave each site a garden setting.

Not only did they make DASA look amazing, they even dropped off a gift basket for
each of the sites for Christmas. We did not expect this and once again we were
forever grateful for their generosity. 

A special thank you to Danielle and the team for the amazing work you do in the
community.

DESERT LIFE CHURCH

LET'S HELP DAY

WWW.DASA.ORG.AU
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Amanda Houston | AOD Worker of the Year
Richard Tilmouth | Developing Practice

Congratulations to Brian McDonald who won his
nominated category for his significant contribution
to the AOD sector through his work at DASA in
Aboriginal Outreach. 

We would like to  acknowledge and congratulate
two other staff who were nominated for awards,
but were not lucky winners this time. 

Other DASA nominees were:

CONGRATULATIONS 

TO OUR STAFF

DASA takes pride in its staff and understand the importance of investing in our
staff's personal development. In addition to maintaining their First Aid Certificate
and Fire Warden Qualifications, the below staff completed

Markus Scheurer
Tanya Stanbridge

Mary-Jay Nepe-Fuamatu
Kristy Ryan

Jeremy McKellar
Lenny Cooper
Dion Fuamatu
Craig Thorogood
Carole Taylor
Jocelyn Dhu 
Amanda Houston 

CERTIFICATE IV 
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS

CERTIFICATE IV 
TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT

NT ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS AWARDS | MARCH 2022

The Aranda House Therapeutic Support Workers
received a recognition for their excellence in
Trauma Informed Care from Kerri-Anne Chilvers
who provides their clinical supervision. 

Congratulations Aranda House TCSW Team!

WWW.DASA.ORG.AU
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ACKNOWLEDGENT OF EXCELLENT CARE



OUT AND ABOUT

WITH DASA STAFF

In February Jos, Richard & Kim attend the
Australia & NZ Addiction Conference in

Surfers Paradise, thanks to funding from the
NTPHN.

Jocelyn Dhu and Craig Thorogood at
Outreach April BBQ on the Council Lawns

ATC Staff enjoying breakfast prior to
attending a Workshop

Lenny, Dion and Craig following Jeremy's
instructions during their TAE training.

WWW.DASA.ORG.AU
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MULTICULTURAL 
DAY

5TH NOVEMBER 2021

DASA's Multicultural Week Celebration was held on 5th November 2021 at Aranda
House with clients from both Aranda House and Alternative to Custody, and staff
from across all facilities enjoying the day. 

The Filipino and Indian Community groups joined us, as did members of the multi-
cultural society. Mparntwe is a wonderfully  inclusive and multi-cultural town.

The event commenced with Aranda House resident Miriam Williams opening with a
Welcome to Country, followed by Carole's son Willo undertaking a spirit cleaning
dance. Aranda House residents welcomed all guests into their home and proudly
showed off their Artwise artworks with an art exhibition, and then took guests for
tours around the facility. 

Staff and clients proudly showed off their culinary skills and provided all with
traditional dishes which were prepared with much care for the day. Over 11 countries
were represented and as we sat down to enjoy our lunch of whole pig, curries and
chicken feet from Zimbabwe, all reflected on how blessed we are to have such a
wonderfully diverse DASA family. 

The event surpassed all expectations and staff and clients alike requested it to be an
annual event. DASA have successfully applied to the NT Government for funding to
host another celebration lunch which will be held later in 2022.

WWW.DASA.ORG.AU
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MULTICULTURAL 
DAY

5TH NOVEMBER 2021
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Our Clients in
2021-2022

835 individual clients accessed DASA's
programs and services in 2021-22
40% of our clients were women and
60% men
87% were Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people
50.4% were Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander men and 36.8% women



0-18 19-35 36+

0 5 10 15 20

ATSI Females 

Non-ATSI Female 

NON-RESIDENTIAL CLIENT
CONTACTS

In 2021-22, the Aboriginal Outreach staff supported 116 individual clients in the
community and made over 568 contacts with non-residential clients.

60% of 116 clients were Aboriginal and Torres Strait males and 46.4% of that cohort
were between 19-35 age bracket
25.2% of clients were Aboriginal and Torres Strait females with 62% being over 36
years old

Aboriginal Outreach stats during 2021-22:

INDIVIDUAL CLIENTS RECEIVING NON RESIDENTIAL CARE

OUTREACH CARE

WWW.DASA.ORG.AU

Ongoing Supportng
37.6%

Brief Interventions
33.2%

Counselling
17.4%

family/Return to Country
4.8%
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ATSI Male
60%

ATSI Female
25.2%
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252 episodes of ongoing support
117 counselling episodes
32 occasions returning clients to
country
Provided 223 Brief Interventions

Aboriginal Outreach provided:

Other
70.3%

DASA Internal
25%

Self
3.1%

ABORIGINAL OUTREACH

The above states the principal drug of
concern for these contacts, it is important
to note regular use of various other drugs
occurs in many cases.

Alcohol
58.4%

Nicotine
29.2%

Cannabis
5.3%

Other
4.4%

PRINCIPAL DRUG OF CONCERNPROGRAM FACILITATION

37 Back on Track sessions during 2021-
22.

23 Town
14 Remote
300 participants in total

Seven Safe and Smart, Prison In Reach
Sessions

Five for men 
Two for women

During 2021-22, Aboriginal Outreach Team
facilitated:

REFERRALS TO ABORIGINAL
OUTREACH

64 referrals
25% being from internal DASA
programs or services
3.1% Self Referrals
70% other organisations

 Aboriginal Outreach received:

Alcohol - 66
Cannabis - 6
Nicotine - 33
Methamphetamine - 3
Other - 5 
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NON-RESIDENTIAL CLIENT CONTACTS

In 2021-22, Methamphetamine Through Care staff supported 84 individual clients in
the community and made over 913 contacts with non-residential clients.

Client base spread between individuals identifying as
Indigenous - 44 and non indigenous - 40
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island males are the largest
group making 39.5% of clients. 76% of this cohort being
19-35 years old
The second largest cohort is non indigenous males, 32.1%
of their client base. 40% of this cohort is 36 years plus
Non indigenous females are the third largest, with again
36 years plus being 53.8% of non indigenous females
being supported through the program

Methamphetamine Through Care stats show during 2021-22:

INDIVIDUAL CLIENTS RECEIVING NON-RESIDENTIAL CARE

OUTREACH CARE
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Ongoing Support
60%

Counselling
27.7%

Brief Interventions
4.8%
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ATSI Male
39.5%

Non-ATSI Male
32.1%

Non-ATSI Female
16%

ATSI Female
12.3%
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60% of these contacts were primarily
providing ongoing support
The team provided 63 Brief Interventions
Approximately one third being for
counselling
44 contact episodes were to assist clients
with obtaining further treatment
23 clients were assisted with finding short
term accommodation

During 2021-22, Methamphetamine Through
Care team had 913 contacts with clients:

Other
47.6%

Self
45.2%

Lawyer or Community Corrections
7.1%

METHAMPHETAMINE THROUGH CARE

REFERRALS NON-RESIDENTIAL CLIENT CONTACTS

38 self referrals 
6 from Community Corrections
40 from other services 

Methamphetamine Through Care received:

As of 30.06.2022, the team had 13 clients on their waiting list.
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Female ATSI 

Female Non ATSI 

Male ATSI 

Male Non ATSI 

ATSI Male
56.5%

ATSI Female
20.6%

Non-ATSI Male
16.8%

Non-ATSI Female
6.1%

RESIDENTIAL CARE
Aranda House Therapeutic Community
Transitional After Care Unit
Independent Living Program

CLIENT DEMOGRAPHICS

77.1% percent of the 132 individuals receiving residential care at Aranda House, Independent
Living Program and Transitional After Care Units, were Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
with 56.5% being male. Aboriginal males between 19-35 years accounted for 64.9% of this
cohort. 
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176 132
Total 

Assessments
Residents
2021-22

4
clients attended
as Outpatients

Detoxification

6118
Admissions

2626 
Programs
Facilitated

752
Individual
Sessions
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107
AHTC

Residents

8
TACU

Residents

17
ILP Residents
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Community Corrections - 65
Lawyer - 55
Self Referrals - 21
Other - 22
Internal - 6
Hospital - 7

Residential Rehabilitation facilities undertook 176 assessments during 2021-22. Primary
source of referrals were from Community Corrections and Lawyers with 65 of these being
from Community Corrections. 

Case Managers often are with their clients in court and ensured Case Plans support
individual orders. Staff worked with the Clients Parole Officers to incorporate required
conditions in their clients Case Plans to ensure they understand and don't breach their court
orders. This method prepares our clients for when they discharge as often various orders
are still in effect.

Community Corrections
36.9%

Lawyer
31.3%

Other
12.5%

Self
11.9%

Hospital
4%

Medical
31.8%

DASA internal
22.3%

Community Services
20%

Other
18.7% AOD Services

7.2%

SOURCE OF REFERRAL

To ensure clients had the wrap around
supports during their recovery, Case
Managers have provided clients with over 305
referrals for various agencies within Alice
Springs.

REFERRALS TO AGENCIES DURING CARE AND UPON DISCHARGE

Alcohol
59.5%

Methamphetamine
30.5%

Cannabis
9.2%

PRINCIPAL DRUG OF CONCERN

None
36.6%

Cannabis
30.5%

Alcohol
26%

Other
3.8%

PRINCIPAL AND SECONDARY DRUGS OF CONCERN

SECONDARY DRUG OF CONCERN

Alcohol remains the principal drug of concern for Aranda, TACU and ILP clients, with   59.5%
identifying this as their primary drug, followed by Methamphetamine at 30.5% . 

This trend is quite similar to last reporting period where Alcohol and Methamphetamine
accounted for 55.32% and 35.11% respectively in drug of choice.

This year we saw an increase in Cannabis users of 9.2% compared to 6.91% for 2020-21
period and one client stating Heroin as the principal drug of concern.
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30-39
40%

18-29
32%40-49

20%

50+
8%

26
Total 

Assessments
Residents
2021-22

RESIDENTIAL CARE

CLIENT DEMOGRAPHICS

Women under 40 made up 72% of
clients participating in the program.
40% were aged between 30-39 and
32% were aged 18-29 
Women over 40, made up a combined
28% of participants

25 residents participated in the
Alternative to Custody program during
2021-2022. 

3
Children resided
with their mother
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21
Admissions

Referrals to
service providers

Alternative to Custody

38% of the residents were mothers
Of those 10, 5 were single parents and
the other half partnered.

243

24

Lawyer
47.6%

Community Corrections
38.1%

Self
9.5%Internal

4.8%

Lawyers - 10
Community Corrections - 8
DASA - 1
Self Referral - 2

Of the 21 admissions between 2021-22,
referrals were received from the
following:

REFERRALS

FAMILY DYNAMICS
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COVID negatively impacted Shelter numbers during 2021-22 which saw 478 client
admissions. This is a slight dip from 562 which was seen in 2020-21 and equated to
84 less individual clients.

On average, the Shelter assisted 4.17 clients per night opposed to 7.33 clients per
night during 2020-21.

1322 admissions were made at DASA's Sobering Up Shelter during 2021-2022.
Though this is down on the 2020-21 reporting period of 2301 admissions, it is
comparable to 2019-20, which saw 1453 admissions.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island males over 36 years continue to be the Shelter's
main cohort of clients.

The transport service between Alice Springs Hospital and DASA Sobering Up Shelter
continues to be a welcome addition to the Shelter and relieving the stress placed on
Alice Springs Hospital Emergency Department. 

SOBERING UP SHELTER
The Sobering Up Shelter continued to provide a safe comfortable bed, shower, meal
and washing of clothes for some of our most vulnerable community members. This
invaluable service provided by DASA, allows clients to sleep off their intoxication as
well as provides an opportune time for the Aboriginal Outreach team to provide Brief
Interventions and make referrals to aid in recovery for our clients.

WWW.DASA.ORG.AU
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SOBERING UP SHELTER AVERAGE ADMISSIONS PER NIGHT

478 372
Individual

Clients
ASH Bus

Collections

1322
Total

Admissions



Male 36+
46%

Female 36+
40.2%

Male 18-35
8.4%

Female 18-35
5.4%

Single Visit
58.5%

2-9 visits
37.6%

10 plus visits
3.7%

40 Individual male clients
34 identified as ATSI
6 non indigenous

Male | 18-35 years

220 individual male clients  
212 identified as ATSI
8 non indigenous

Male | 36 years +

26 individual female clients
All 26 identify as ATSI

Female | 18-35 years

192 individual female clients 
191 identified as ATSI 

1 non ATSI

Female | 36 years +

INDIVIDUAL CLIENTS ATTENDING THE SOBERING UP SHELTER

286 clients made single visits 
184 clients admitted on 2-9 occasions and
accounted for 623 admissions
18 clients admitted 10 or more occasions and
accounted for 284 admissions
One client had a total of 128 admissions

Many of the individual Shelter clients had more
than one visit:

SOBERING UP SHELTER INDIVIDUAL STAYS
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HEAD OFFICE
4 Schwarz Cres

Alice Springs NT 0870
P. (08) 8950 5000

P. (08) 8950 5011 (Shelter)
E. admin@dasa.org.au

 

ARANDA HOUSE
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
Including Transit ional After Care

9 Kempe Street
Alice Springs NT 0870

P. (08) 8950 3700
Intake@dasa.org.au

ALTERNATIVE TO CUSTODY
Lot 9191 Heath Road
Alice Springs NT 0870
P. (08) 8950 5000
ATCintake@dasa.org.au

POSTAL ADDRESS
For al l  branches
PO BOX 3009 
Alice Springs NT 0871
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Everyone is welcome at
DASA

DASA is for anyone aged 17 and over - working, unemployed,
Aboriginal, non-Aboriginal regardless of (dis)ability, culture, sexual

orientation or ability to afford services.
 

Straight, gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, inter-sex, or not just
sure, you are ALL very welcome here


